### GRADES PreK-2


Moahloli, Refiloe. *I am You: A Book about Ubuntu*. Illus. by Zinelda McDonald. Amazon Crossing Kids. (South Africa)


### GRADES 3 - 5


Guridi, Raúl Nieto. *it’s so difficult*. Trans. from Spanish by Lawrence Schimel. Illus. by author. Eerdmans Books for Young Readers. (Spain)


Sardá, Júlia. *The Queen in the Cave*. Illus. by author. Candlewick Press. (United Kingdom)

Thompson, Sam. Wolftongue. Illus. by Anna Tromop. Little Island Books. (Ireland)

Giménez, Regina. Geo-graphics. Trans. from Catalan by Alexis Romay and Valerie Block. Illus. by author. Levine Querido. (Spain)
Nannestad, Katrina. We Are Wolves. Illus. by Martina Heidczek. Atheneum. (Prussia/Australia)
Richardson, Bill. Last Week. Illus. by Emilie Leduc. Groundwood Books. (Canada)
Wolo, Mamle. The Kaya Girl. Little, Brown and Company. (Ghana)

Canizales. Amazona. Trans. from Spanish by Sofia Huitrón Martínez. Illus. by author. Lerner/Graphic Universe. (Columbia)
Martins, Vitor. This is Our Place. Trans. from Brazilian Portuguese by Larissa Helena. Scholastic/PUSH. (Brazil)
Miyazaki, Hayao. Shuna’s Journey. Trans. from Japanese by Alex Dudok de Wit. Illus. by the author. FirstSecond. (Japan)
Van Rijckeghem, Jean-Claude. Ironhead or, Once a Young Lady. Trans. from French by Kristen Gehrman. Levine Querido. (Belgium)

The annual list of USBBY Outstanding International Books is sponsored by the United States Board on Books for Young People. All books on this list were published or released in 2022 and chosen by a committee of USBBY members. Country names in parentheses indicate setting or where the book was first or simultaneously published. For more information visit www.usbbv.org.